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Objectives
• What are the current ways EPSCoR programs are being
evaluated?
• How might these be improved?
• For more useful evaluations for PIs
• For more useful evaluations for NSF
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Method
• Reviewed 27 recent RII Track 1 evaluation
reports from different jurisdictions (20152016)
• How are EPSCoR projects being evaluated?
• What do they have in common? What appear
to be useful elements?
• Coded for elements or characteristics of these
evaluations: e.g. questions, methods, claims,
recommendations.
• Only accessed reports, not other project
documents.

Evaluator type

Individual
26%
Firm/Mix
44%
University
team
30%
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Checklist
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Evaluation practices
Percent of evaluations that mention specific components:
0

10

20

30

40

Purpose of evaluation (outcomes/processes/both)
26
19

Claims based on evidence
Change over time
Recommendations – based on analysis and actionable

60

44

Evaluation questions
Goals of project clearly stated

50

37
22
48
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Evaluation questions: is what you’re doing effective?
Institutionalize

What are your goals/desires/objectives?
Research competitiveness, etc.

Define

Report/
use

Design

Analyze

How will you know if you’re getting there?
You only know if you ask the right questions

Measure
What are your next steps for reaching your goals?
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Evaluation questions should be SMART
• “What are the short‐term and long‐term impacts
of project initiatives to enhance competitiveness
of research enterprises?”
• “How has research generated from the project
advanced the state’s position in renewable
energy and energy efficiency?”
• “To what extent is the state EPSCoR institutional
framework developing to support the goals of
this project, including the organization of the
research pillars and supporting cross-institutional
and cross disciplinary integrative research?”
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What you get from evaluation questions
• “To what extent is the state EPSCoR institutional framework developing to
support the goals of this project, including the organization of the research
pillars and supporting cross-institutional and cross disciplinary integrative
research?”
“The team was awarded X NSF grants,
published Y papers, filed for Z patents, and
gave ZZ presentations last year”

“To date, 12 Year 1, 12 Year 2, and five
Year 3 publications have more than 15
citations.”

“The goal was to submit 2 grants, 3 papers, 1
patent, and give 10 presentations. The papers
were in medium-impact journals… They did
this, so are on track. We recommend they
continue this trend.”

“The overall funding rate for the project is 36.0%;
higher than the funding rate of the NSF Merit
Review Process (24.0%). This has increased from
previous years.”
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Small group assignment:
• Assess the evaluation question in front of you and improve upon it.
• Keep in mind:
• Goals of project and evaluation
• Question strengths:
•
•
•
•
•

Specific
Measurable (potentially)
Achievable
Realistic
Time bound
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